2022 SNS COSMOS TALKS

OCTOBER

5 OCTOBER
GIANLUCA DE FAZIO James Madison University
The Legacy of Lynching as State-Sanctioned Racial Terror

12 OCTOBER
JOHANNES KIESS Universität Siegen e Universität Leipzig
Conspiracist and far-right mobilization in Saxony: Insights from Telegram groups and channels

25 OCTOBER
SIDNEY TARROW Cornell University
Turning Centripetal Politics on its Head: How Italian Polarization in the 1950s and 1960s Helps to Understand America’s Crisis Today

9 NOVEMBER
EUGENE NULMAN Birmingham City University
Gramsci, Leaderfulness, and Black Lives Matter

7 DECEMBER
TERESA CAPPIALI Raoul Wallenberg Institute, Lund University
Refaming Immigrant Resistance in Italy and Morocco: Studying social movements through an intersectional and decolonial perspective

16 DECEMBER
KIRILL SHAMIEV Central European University
Russian Military Culture, Civil-Military Relations, and Defense Reform in Putin’s Period: Searching for an Equilibrium

DECEMBER

Sala l’Altana, 5th floor
Faculty of Political and Social Sciences
Scuola Normale Superiore
Palazzo Strozzi
Florence

eventiculturali.firenze@sns.it